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Abstract: This paper presents a functional design aspects of the economic agent is an economic entity,
which aims at producing goods and services, for which exercise economic functions of consumption, distribution,
investment and divestiture and financing.Main indicators of functional balance are functional working capital or
net working capital globally, need working capital for exploration and exploitation and outside the Treasury
functional. Also, to achieve financial equilibrium phases are rendered functional.
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1.Functional concept of a company
Equilibrium analysis is to reveal functional and structural financial issues and links to management forecast
to meet the needs of managers. Functional analysis considers the trader is an entity, whose objective is the
production of goods and services to perform the following functions are economic:
• consumption
• the distribution
• investment and disinvestment
• financing
Combinations of these features reflect the specific behavior entity, its description and conclusions on the
financial consequences. At the heart of functional analysis, is situated or operating cycle of production to achieve
the following stages which are:
• supply - the stage where buy raw materials and materials necessary for carrying out
• production - includes the transformation of stocks into finished products, process trains or cash
flows
• marketing - requires the enterprise to provide financing as long as the finished products are in
stock and dispose of the necessary financial resources to hire marketing costs until the sale of
such finished products
• collection of receivables - customers - the equivalent of debt settlement
Functional analysis involves a new conception of the enterprise and new content for the financial analysis.
The objective of functional analysis is the impact of various business operations of the treasury.

2.Functional role of a company's balance sheet
Enable a quantitative balance sheet assets and liabilities of the entity. Financial analysis reaches a higher
degree of detail, by way of regrouping of balance sheet components, according to the objectives pursued.
Functional balance of drawing with applicable accounting principles, including the principle of double
representation = all operations of the entity, the different categories:
• mining operations
• investment
• financing
= appearance of concrete, material, of receipts and payments resulting from these operations (as
distribution operations or cash).
The construction of functional balance, job classification of assets and liabilities do not require the
temporal criteria (long, medium and short), their grouping is performed after business destination combined capital
(resources - passive) and the commitments it (use – in active).
The role of functional balance consists in assessing the financial structure of the enterprise, reflected by the
evolution of net cash and in expressing the link between financial structure and nature of its business. Balance
functional needs analysis investigating company and how their funding by making a snapshot of the
performance of different cycles ( fig.1).
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Fig.. 1. Functiona
al balance scheme

3.Analyysis of funcctional horiizontal balaance of a firrm
Horizontal analysis aim
ms at year-eend financiaal balance and
a financiaal balance between the
resourcces releasedd from this permanennt. Horizon
ntal objectiive analysiss is valid functional
balancee analysis based
b
on gen
neral obictivvul balancee, tracking of
o general eqquilibrium, the risk of
bankrupptcy and finnancial stru
ucture of thee economicc vulnerabillity. Functiional balancce between
balancee sheet item
ms is highlighted by the four levels of function
nal balance:
a. Functional workinng capital or net working capital globaally (FRNG)
•

achieving finnancial balance of the comppany, not just the
t existence of a positive w
working capittal as a safety
margin, but a revolving fun
nd that coverss the financing
g needs of the operating cyccle
functional working
w
capittal or net woorking capitall surplus = global
g
= FRN
NG sustainablle and stable
resources (ow
wn or foreign)) to the needs stable (fixed values)
v

•

FR
RNG = sustain
nable resourcees - needs stab
ble = permaneent capital - neet asset
•

FRNG valuue is given by the size and ccyclical cash needs:
n
F
FRNG
= (need
ds to meet cassh cycle ) - (reesources + resources cash cyycle)
FRNF
F
= (ACE
E+ACAE+D) - (DE+DAE+
+CT)

ACE = operatiing assets
where: A
A
ACAE = assetts outside explloitation
D = availabilitty
D
DE = debt servvice
A
APR = debt ouutside exploitaation
C
CT = cash loaans
• functional working
w
capitaal partly refleects the entity
y's financial balance,
b
that bbalance of stable funding
loans;
investment
functtion
or
use
u
of
sshort-term
If available working
w
capittal will be higgher or lowerr operating neeeds of emplooyees (FRNG
G useful), the
company willl have cash or
o the contraryy will be forcced to hire new
w short-term lloans to finan
nce operating
needs
a
assets to cover theeir own sources and allow
ws acoperieii a part of the
• positive worrking capital allows
operating cyccle, negative working
w
capitaal is an indicaation of the rissk of insolvenncy of the entitty, because it
is dependent on banks thatt may or may not i renew sh
hort-term loan
ns that must seeek to fully fu
und their uses
- stable.
working capiital for mining (NFRE) an
nd outside exp
ploitation (NF
FRAE)
b. Need w
•

is the most relevant indiicator of finanncial balance work
w
because those needs hhighlight the covered
c
cycle
time and finnancial resources in the saame permanen
nt renewal operating cycless, the remainiing unfunded
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•

should be less than or at least equal to working capital functional so defective operation cycle leads to an
imbalance that will affect treasury business functional
the need for working capital or total = NFRT or NFR = difference between operating needs and
outside
exploitation
and
various
operating
and
debt
NRFT = needs cyclical - cyclical resources

•
•

renewal of resource use and cyclical nature of NFR provides permanent financing needs, sustainable,
even if each of its components appears at first glance that an element of balance in the short term
total working capital need has two components:

b.1. the need for operating working capital = NFRE (must be linked to the business, the evolution of turnover and
economic context in which their company operates); if economic agents of production activity, NFRE is positive,
releasing an operational need, the specific activity due to immobilization advertising stocks, a necessary period of
time of receipt of the products delivered, and if economic agents trade or service activity, where the duration of
storage and loan customers is negligible, NFRE is releasing negative operating source; there are two situation:
¾ increasing very fast and unruly turnover = experience a rapid growth company needs working
capital parallel to the turnover
¾ increased turnover = failure over several financial years the company has a satisfactory liquidity
= now accepting new regulatory conditions to its clients, embodied in its receivables growth =
sharp rise in working capital needs, which degrades the situation treasury
NFRE = operating assets - operating liabilities or
NFRE = use operating - operating resources
•

if assets exceed liabilities by mining exploitation, highlights NFRE capital invested enterprise in liabilities
over the level of circulating atrs; need working capital for mining has a progressive character dual
including size determined by the volume of activity, turnover turnover and stocks, and variation of credit
customers and suppliers; stable structural component determining the need of working capital; the
equivalent of an asset, to be funded NFRE sustainable resources, working capital that is functional is
equivalent stable funding NFR

b.2. the need for working capital outside exploitation = NFRAE
NFRAE = outside exploitation assets - liabilities outside exploitation
•

the need for working capital out of operation is affected by negotiating credit terms with suppliers of fixed
assets, working capital needs outside exploitation and necessary part of working capital for operation, be
covered in short –term loans

c. Functional trezoreria
•

treasury is ,,defined in relation to working capital and working capital needs, bringing together everything
that does not include the first functional components of the balance; if cycles of investment, financing and
exploitation of double representation of abstract reflection of economic operations, Treasury is committed
specific aspects of monetary flows of these operations,,
• TN = the net cash = assets and liabilities cash difference, that excess cash and current bank loans, which
are not automatically renew each production cycle:
TN = need cash - cash resources
•
•

the treasury liabilities grow, especially the financial situation of the company becomes vulnerable
functional balance is based on fundamental relationships that determine the Treasury from the assets and
liabilities equal the functional:
AIAE + IE + ACE + ACAE + D = RPR + ÎMPR + DE + DAE + CT

(ACE - DE) +(ACAE - DAE) + (D - CT) = (RPR + ÎMPR) - (AIAE + IE)
(NFRE + NFRAE) + TN = FRNG
where: AIAE = current assets outside exploitation
IE = operating assets
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A
ACE = operatiing assets
A
ACAE = Outsiide exploitatio
on assets
D = cash availlability
R
RPR = own resources
IM
MPR = mediuum and long teerm loans
D
DE = debt servvice
D
DAE = debt ouutside exploitaation
C
CT = cash loanns.
• the basic equuation of the trreasury is:
FRNG - (NFRE + NF
FRAE) = TN

4. Funcctional stru
uctures of fu
unctional b
balance
•
•
•
•
•
•

working capiital needs are funded entireely from stablee resources (F
FR positive) orr partially stab
ble resources
and cyclical resources,
r
allo
ows the releasse of a total vaalue of a positive treasury
stable and cyyclical resourcces partially ffinance workiing capital needs, the diffeerence being covered
c
from
treasury loanns
current bank loans, and wo
orking capitall resources, fin
nance part of fixed assets, w
working capittal needs and
availability
resources expploitation cyccle induced byy adding exceess of permanent resources to fund and release cycle
needs a majoor cash surpluss
working capiital resources is partially fixxed assets, wo
orking capital needs, generaating a positive net
permanent reesource asset partially
p
finanncing, their failure is offset by credits supppliers and ad
dvances from
customers annd current ban
nk loans; the ccompany's extternal financiaal dependencee is high, fund
ding structure
should be revvised ( fig. 2):

Fig. 2. Functional strucctures

Conclusions
1. Equilibbrium analysiis is to reveall functional annd structural financial issu
ues and links tto managemeent forecast too
meet the needs of mannagers.
2. At thee heart of funcctional analyssis, is situatedd or operating
g production cycle,
c
which ttakes up phasses to achievee
supply, production, maarketing and collection of reeceivables – customers.
c
3. Functtional balance of drawin
ng with appllicable accou
unting princip
ples, includinng the princciple of duall
representtation, the oveerall operation
ns of the entityy, by category of service operations, inveestments and financing
f
4. The roole of functioonal balance consists
c
in asssessing the financial
f
struccture of the eenterprise, refflected by thee
evolutionn of net cash and
a in expressiing the link beetween financcial structure and
a nature of iits business.
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